Electron capture and transport mediated by lattice solitons.
We study electron transport in a one-dimensional molecular lattice chain. The molecules are linked by Morse interaction potentials. The electronic degree of freedom, expressed in terms of a tight binding system, is coupled to the longitudinal displacements of the molecules from their equilibrium positions along the axis of the lattice. More specifically, the distance between two sites influences in an exponential fashion the corresponding electronic transfer matrix element. We demonstrate that when an electron is injected in the undistorted lattice it causes a local deformation such that a compression results leading to a lowering of the electron's energy below the lower edge of the band of linear states. This corresponds to self-localization of the electron due to a polaronlike effect. Then, if a traveling soliton lattice deformation is launched a distance apart from the electron's position, upon encountering the polaronlike state it captures the latter dragging it afterwards along its path. Strikingly, even when the electron is initially uniformly distributed over the lattice sites a traveling soliton lattice deformation gathers the electronic amplitudes during its traversing of the lattice. Eventually, the electron state is strongly localized and moves coherently in unison with the soliton lattice deformation. This shows that for the achievement of coherent electron transport we need not start with the polaronic effect.